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I felt like I was attending a motivational session, but that was OK. I liked the exposure of the

chronological past of critical thinking, starting with the Socratic method. The contribution of

Descartes in Rules for the Direction of the Mind was accredited, which advises us to grab on to the

scientific method before accepting blindly what is thrown at us. At the same time, the author reminds

the reader that reasoning and critical thinking are two processes -- the latter enhancing the former --



according to Immanuel Kant. Perhaps the most important message may be never to take anything

at face value... question and investigate first. I would like to add that successful critical thinking

requires a high level of emotional intelligence. BTW, this book may not be comfortable for the

average reader... For it to be complete as a scientific product it requires a formal bibliography at the

end.

I want to learn how to think critically and become a critical thinker and a sharp arguer. I am

interested in philosophy, because I am curious about the world, creationism, and everything, and

philosophy answers many hard questions.I am took a course in Philosophy, because I want to

improve my critical thinking skills. However, it somewhat failed in developing my critical thinking

skills so I bought this book as I needed some advice on becoming a critical thinker.And this book

has provided me with all the answers that I needed. It helped me understand how to become a

critical thinker by first explaining what it really is. The book is more understandable that the short

courses I have taken.

So this book has indeed given me proven steps on how I can become a critical thinker. Very wise

strategies that you can apply on a daily basis. You will also learn on how you can cultivate your

skills to whatever goals or whatever difficulties you might have and it will be an advantage if you

know how to make use of your critical thinking. I believe this book has helped me in many

directions, one of them making wiser decisions. Very informative and would highly recommend to

friends.

I really like reading this book , this is a really helpful book , the author Adrian J. Williams explain the

critical thinking methodology , the book is well organized and should be to read, i really recommend

this book , i just wished the book was longer .

Very simple and quiet interesting book to read. Decision making is really hard most especially when

it needs or it involves a lot of things and individuals.A lot of probing is needed for a smart decision

making. I like how this book written for it involves How critical thinking evolve over centuries in

Chapter 2. It's history that we all must know. Critical thinking methodology can be applied on our

daily lives. Good job to the author!

This book is like a personality development guide. The topics covered in this book are really very



helpful for everyone because your presence and instant decision making personality will make rise

you above the common crowd of peoples.This moral booster guide, specially for the young students

who have many dreams to achieve.Ii have learned a lot from this book and hope the other person

will also learn something new from this book.

Knowledge from this book helped me to look at different angle and assess the current level of my

critical thinking. I need some steps to improve it, of course. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s helpful for keeping our

thoughts under control and making the life more balanced. Critical thinking skills are valuable for all,

glad to learn lots of new and get some practical steps on improving it.

It is very basic but good structured
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